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Applying UML: Advanced ApplicationsButterworth-Heinemann, 2003
So why did we write "yet another" book on the UML? Does the world need it and what, if anything, makes it distinctive? The real answer is that the only way to answer those questions is to read the end result. Here, however, are some of our answers.

In an attempt to end the "object oriented Tower of Babel", the Unified...
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Flash 3D Cheats Most WantedFriends of Ed, 2003
Digital 3D is a tricky area &emdash; and until the day someone makes 3D TV commercially viable, its going to remain a tricky area.    What is 3D? Can you genuinely render 3D on a flat screen? Do you have to spend a years wages to get a dedicated piece of 3D software? Do you have to conjure up a bunch of complex math techniques to make the...
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Reversible ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The present book is dedicated to Dr. Rolf Landauer, whose early work on the subject

	of reversible computing inspired me to begin more than 15 years of research

	in this special corner of computer science. Twice I had the privilege to meet him

	personally: once inWest Berlin (1992) and once in Boston (1996). Twice he encouraged

	me...
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Serious Games on the MoveSpringer, 2009

	The proceedings to "Serious Games on the Move 08" will contain all results of this conference on game software applications that are designed to do more than entertain. The focus of the contents lie on research results and developments in the rapidly moving field of serious games and their potential use in education and training as...
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Markov Models for Pattern Recognition: From Theory to ApplicationsSpringer, 2007

	The development of pattern recognition methods on the basis of so-called Markov
	models is tightly coupled to the technological progress in the field of automatic
	speech recognition. Today, however, Markov chain and hidden Markov models are
	also applied in many other fields where the task is the modeling and analysis of
	chronologically...
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Testing Python: Applying Unit Testing, TDD, BDD and Acceptance TestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Fundamental testing methodologies applied to the popular Pythonlanguage


	Testing Python; Applying Unit Testing, TDD, BDD andAcceptance Testing is the most comprehensive book available ontesting for one of the top software programming languages in theworld. Python is a natural choice for new and experienceddevelopers,...
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The Slayer's Guide To DerroMongoose Publishing, 2003
The derro have long been a mysterious race, hiding in darkness, their presence frequently but a whisper. Brought to the fore in this supplement, their culture, habitats, methods of warfare, and more are detailed in full so as to be usable by game masters and players alike.

The dwarven racesarequitediverse,but perhapsthe most deviant,...
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The Herschel Objects and How to Observe Them (Astronomers' Observing Guides)Springer, 2007

	Many active amateur astronomers today, having already surveyed the clusters,

	nebulae, and galaxies contained in the popular Messier and Caldwell catalogs, are

	seeking new horizons to explore with their telescopes. None better can possibly be

	found than those discoveries made by the great English astronomer Sir William

	Herschel in...
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Detecting Lies and Deceit: Pitfalls and Opportunities (Wiley Series in Psychology of Crime, Policing and Law)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Why do people lie?


Do gender and personality differences affect how people lie?
    

How can lies be detected?    

    Detecting Lies and Deceit provides the most comprehensive review of deception to date. This revised edition provides an up-to-date...
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Thermodynamics And Heat Powered Cycles: A Cognitive Engineering ApproachNova Press, 2007


	Due to the rapid advances in computer technology, intelligent computer software and

	multimedia have become essential parts of engineering education. Software integration with

	various media such as graphics, sound, video and animation is providing efficient tools for

	teaching and learning. A modern textbook should contain both the...
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Introduction to Symplectic GeometrySpringer, 2019

	This introductory book offers a unique and unified overview of symplectic geometry, highlighting the differential properties of symplectic manifolds. It consists of six chapters:  Some Algebra Basics, Symplectic Manifolds, Cotangent Bundles, Symplectic G-spaces, Poisson Manifolds, and A Graded Case, concluding with a discussion of the...
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Music Theory for Computer Musicians Bk/Cd (Book)Course Technology PTR, 2008

	With the advancing development of digital technology, today’s aspiring electronic music producers enjoy a significant degree of creative freedom. For a cost that seemed unimaginable 10 years ago, electronic music producers now can set up studios in their own homes and produce highly accomplished soundtracks. So professional are some of...
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